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1. a five

2. nine

3. five
   tires

4. dimes

5. a fire

6. wire

7. time

8. bike

6.5.

3. 4.

9. bake

13. fare

12. car

11. tame

10. like

1. 2.

a five

a nine

a n__ne

five tires

five wires

nine d__mes

a fire

a five

birds on a w__re

    time
7. Morning is a    of day.
     tire
   
            bike.
8. A man can ride a
          bite.
      
      bike
9. A girl can      a cake.
          bake
  
  like      
10. I   to hike.
      lake        
 
       time
11. The horse is a      animal.
           tame
    
      car.
12. A man can drive a
      care.
           far.
13. When I ride on the bus, I pay the
           fare.
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1. shared

2. stared

3. spare

4. skate

5. shakes

6. shaves

7. line

8. stripe

9. table

10. able

 white

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.

9. 10.

    shared
Dan     his lunch with Tom.
    stared

   spared
Ed    at the fly.
   stared

This is my sp__re tire.
      skate
The girls   on the pond.
  shake

 shakes
Fred    his jacket.
 shaves

Carl sh__ves his chin.

The wall has stripes on it.
       line.
A stripe is a wide
       nine.

A skunk has a white str__pe 
on its back.

Skunks are black and wh__te.

       stable.
    Ann sat on the
       table.

Sam is not __ble to lift 
the table.
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1. same

2. sale

3. safe

4. save

5. c.

6. Jack

7. b.

8. a.

safe  save  same  sale

1. A man and his wife have the ____ last name.

2. Tim Clark’s car is for ____.

3. A car with bad brakes is not ____ to drive.

4. I try to ____ part of my paycheck.

5. Nick can’t afford a car. That means
  __a. he hates cars.
  __b. he can’t drive.
  __c. he can’t pay for a car.

6. Jack has nine dollars. Nick has five dollars. Which man 
   has more cash, Jack or Nick? ____

7. Dave drives ten miles to his job and ten miles back. 
   He drives
  __a. ten miles a day.
  __b. twenty miles a day.
  __c. less thank ten miles a day.

8. At the end of the ball game, the score for the Rams was
   ten, while the score for the Cats was seven. 
   The 
  __a. Rams won the game.
  __b. Cats won the game.
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1. form

2. farm

3. stare

4. store

5. care

6. core

7. time

8. Tim

9. Tim

10. rhymes

11. while

12. whale

13. whale

14. c.

Fill in the blanks with or or ar.

 1. I printed my name at the top of the f__ __m.

 2. They planted corn on the f__ __.

 3. The girls stopped to st__ __e at my car.

 4. Dishes are sold in this st__ __e.

 5. Jane takes c__ __e of the children.

 6. I ate the apple and left the c__ __e.

  This is Tim.     This clock tells time. 

7. If you add an e to tim, you get tim__.
  
        Tim.
8. A man’s name is
             time.

9. Rim rhymes with T__m.

10. Fred’s last name is Sted. His first name 
    __hymes with his last name.
 
      while.
11. Smile rhymes with
            whale.
 
        while
     12. A    is an animal.
            whale

13. The __ __ale is the biggest of all animals.

14. If I sing while I shave, I
  __a. sing first, then shave.
  __b. shave first, then sing.
  __c. sing and shave at the same time.




